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Abstract 
Background: Persistence of gastrointestinal nematode (GIN) infection and the related control methods have major 
impacts on the sheep industry worldwide. Based on the information generated with the Illumina OvineSNP50 
BeadChip (50 K chip), this study aims at confirming quantitative trait loci (QTL) that were previously identified by 
microsatellite‑based genome scans and identifying new QTL and allelic variants that are associated with indicator 
traits of parasite resistance in adult sheep. We used a commercial half‑sib population of 518 Spanish Churra ewes with 
available data for fecal egg counts (FEC) and serum levels of immunoglobulin A (IgA) to perform different genome 
scan QTL mapping analyses based on classical linkage analysis (LA), a combined linkage disequilibrium and linkage 
analysis (LDLA) and a genome‑wide association study (GWAS).
Results: For the FEC and IgA traits, we detected a total of three 5 % chromosome‑wise significant QTL by LA and 63 
significant regions by LDLA, of which 13 reached the 5 % genome‑wise significance level. The GWAS also revealed 10 
significant SNPs associated with IgAt, although no significant associations were found for LFEC. Some of the signifi‑
cant QTL for LFEC that were detected by LA and LDLA on OAR6 overlapped with a highly significant QTL that was 
previously detected in a different half‑sib population of Churra sheep. In addition, several new QTL and SNP associa‑
tions were identified, some of which show correspondence with effects that were reported for different populations 
of young sheep. Other significant associations that did not coincide with previously reported associations could be 
related to the specific immune response of adult animals.
Discussion: Our results replicate a FEC‑related QTL located on OAR6 that was previously reported in Churra sheep 
and provide support for future research on the identification of the allelic variant that underlies this QTL. The small 
proportion of genetic variance explained by the detected QTL and the large number of functional candidate genes 
identified here are consistent with the hypothesis that GIN resistance/susceptibility is a complex trait that is not deter‑
mined by individual genes acting alone but rather by complex multi‑gene interactions. Future studies that combine 
genomic variation analysis and functional genomic information may help elucidate the biology of GIN disease resist‑
ance in sheep.
© 2016 Atlija et al. This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, 
provided you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the source, provide a link to the Creative Commons license, 
and indicate if changes were made. The Creative Commons Public Domain Dedication waiver (http://creativecommons.org/
publicdomain/zero/1.0/) applies to the data made available in this article, unless otherwise stated.
Background
Persistence of gastrointestinal nematode (GIN) infec-
tion and the related control methods have major impacts 
on the sheep industry worldwide [1]. The extensive use 
of anthelmintics has negative consequences, such as 
the costs of treatments, the emergence of anthelmintic-
resistant strains of parasites, and the presence of drug 
residues in animal products. Among different alternatives 
to chemical control, the selection of genetically-resistant 
animals has been suggested to reduce dependence on the 
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use of anthelmintics [2, 3]. Selective breeding for resist-
ance to GIN using fecal egg count (FEC) as an indicator 
trait has been undertaken for certain sheep breeds [4–6]. 
However, classical selection for this complex phenotype 
is hindered by the time-consuming and costly process of 
recording information for indicator phenotypes (which 
may also include serum levels of e.g., immunoglobulin A 
(IgA), IgE and pepsinogen) and by the requirement for 
animals to be infected by GIN at sampling. These diffi-
culties suggest that selecting animals resistant to GIN 
infection would be more efficient if it was based on indi-
rect estimates, such as those generated from molecular 
marker information. In the last few decades, consider-
able effort has been made to understand the relationship 
between host and parasite and the mechanisms that 
underlie host resistance [7]. Moreover, the recent avail-
ability of the Illumina OvineSNP50 BeadChip (Illumina 
Inc., San Diego, CA) (referred to here as the “50 K chip”) 
and a high-quality reference genome assembly [8] may 
allow for a deeper understanding of the genetic architec-
ture of complex traits in sheep. Effective exploitation of 
this molecular information will increase our chances of 
developing protocols that will enable efficient selection of 
animals with increased resistance to GIN infections.
Because GIN are particularly pathogenic to young 
naïve animals such as growing lambs, gastrointesti-
nal infections constitute a major cost to the sheep meat 
industry [9]. Accordingly, most of the quantitative trait 
locus (QTL) studies on GIN resistance traits [10], includ-
ing those based on microsatellite markers as well as more 
recent analyses that exploit the ovine 50  K chip, have 
been conducted primarily on young animals [11–26]. 
Conversely, for the Mediterranean dairy sheep industry, 
a production system that is based on adult ewes and the 
sale of suckling lambs fed exclusively on maternal milk, 
replacement ewes and adult sheep are the only animals 
subjected to the direct effects of helminth infections [27]. 
In these animals, the breakdown of the acquired immu-
nity to infection that occurs around the time of parturi-
tion [28] and the necessity of anthelmintic treatment 
determine how severe the economic losses will be [29].
Previously, we performed a genome scan using micro-
satellite markers to identify QTL that influence indicator 
traits of parasite resistance in adult Churra dairy sheep, 
an autochthonous dairy breed of the northwest region of 
Castilla y León in Spain [20]. The lack of strong coinci-
dence between the QTL that we had identified and those 
previously detected by using lamb data suggested that 
aside from differences in host-parasite combinations, 
these QTL could be related to different mechanisms that 
underlie resistance between adult sheep and lambs.
Within this context, we undertook a new QTL mapping 
study based on the use of the ovine 50 K chip to genotype 
a commercial population of Spanish Churra dairy sheep. 
To follow on the initial linkage analysis-based genome 
scan reported by Gutiérrez-Gil et  al. [20], our study was 
designed to replicate some of the QTL that were detected 
by the microsatellite-based scan and to identify new QTL 
and allelic variants associated with two previously analyzed 
indicator traits of parasite resistance: FEC and serum lev-
els of IgA. For this purpose, we performed the new analyses 
using a different set of half-sib families from the same com-
mercial population of Spanish Churra sheep. Taking advan-
tage of the increased marker density offered by the 50  K 
chip, in addition to classical linkage analysis (LA), we also 
implemented combined linkage disequilibrium and link-
age analysis (LDLA) and genome-wide association study 
(GWAS) approaches to provide a more complete picture of 
the QTL that segregate in this ovine population.
Methods
Resource population and sampling
Phenotypic and genotypic information for 518 Churra 
ewes from the Selection Nucleus of the National Associa-
tion of Churra Breeders (ANCHE) was analyzed. The ani-
mals belonged to 14 half-sib families and were produced 
by artificial insemination, with an average family size of 
37 daughters per sire (ranging from 12 to 89). A single 
collection of fecal and blood samples was performed for 
each of the 17 flocks in the Castilla y León region where 
the animals were raised. The samples were later pro-
cessed to measure two indicator traits of parasite resist-
ance, FEC and serum IgA levels. The ages of the sheep 
included in this study ranged from 4 to 11 years. At the 
time of sampling, all the sheep were undergoing milking 
and were at least in their third lactation.
Phenotypic records
FEC measurements were determined by floating the feces 
samples in zinc sulfate (d = 1.33) solution on a McMas-
ter slide and counting the eggs [30]. The detection limit 
for this technique was 15 eggs per gram (epg). The sam-
ples showed a low level of FEC, which was related to the 
exceptionally small amount of rainfall before and during 
the sampling period. For each flock, pooled feces were 
cultured to recover and identify third-stage larvae (L3) 
using standard parasitological techniques [30]. One hun-
dred L3 were identified per flock to estimate the percent-
age of each helminth species.
IgA activity in serum was tested against a somatic anti-
gen from the fourth-stage larvae (L4) of Teladorsagia 
circumcincta by indirect ELISA according to a modified 
protocol that was previously described by Martinez-Valla-
dares et al. [31]. Briefly, ELISA plates (Sigma) were coated 
overnight with 100 µL of phosphate buffered saline (PBS) 
solution containing 2.5  µg/mL of T. circumcincta L4 
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somatic antigen. On the following day, the ELISA test 
was performed in four steps. After each step, the content 
of the plate was removed, the plate was washed, and each 
well was filled with a specific reagent; the plates were then 
incubated for 30  min. The following reagents were used 
for each step: (1) PT-Milk (4 g powdered milk + 100 mL 
PBS-Tween 20; PBS-Tween 20: 1 L PBS (pH 7.4) + 1 mL 
Tween 20 (Sigma)); (2) a sheep serum; (3) a rabbit anti-
sheep IgA antibody and (4) a peroxidase substrate and 
tetramethylbenzidine solution to produce a color reaction 
that was stopped after 30 min by the addition of 50 μL of 
2 M H2SO4. The results were measured as optical density 
(OD) values. Positive and negative controls were included 
in all the plates; positive controls were obtained from a 
pool of sera from sheep that were experimentally infected 
with T. circumcincta and negative controls were obtained 
from non-infected sheep that were maintained indoors. 
The results are expressed as optical density ratios (ODR) 
according to the following formula:
Statistical analyses
Prior to further analyses, FEC measurements were log-
transformed (LFEC) to reduce over-dispersion, since 
no transformation yielding a normalized FEC dataset 
was available. However, Box-Cox power transformation 
was used for the IgA phenotype to obtain a normal dis-
tribution of values (IgAt). We used the R ‘car’ library to 
estimate the power parameter λ and carry out the trans-
formation [32]; the log-transformation was also calcu-
lated through a command line in R [33].
To assess the variables that influence the two para-
site resistance-related traits under study, an analysis of 
variance (ANOVA) was performed for LFEC and IgAt 
using a general linear model (GLM) through the R com-
mand line [33], which included the three following fixed 
effects: flock, age and time point relative to parturition. 
The ‘flock’ effect was classified into 17 groups. For the 
‘age’ effect, two groups were considered i.e. ewes four to 
six years old and ewes seven or more years old. For the 
‘time point relative to parturition’ effect, two categories 
were also considered i.e. one that included ewes that had 
a low immune response possibly because they were in 
the last stage of pregnancy or beginning lactation (ani-
mals sampled 2 weeks before giving birth or 30 days after 
birth) and one that included ewes that were outside that 
specific period.
Genotypes and physical map
We analyzed the genotypes that were obtained with the 
50  K chip for a population of 1696 Churra ewes [34], 
ODR =
(
sampleOD − negativeOD
)
(
positiveOD − negativeOD
)
which included animals with available phenotypic meas-
urements for parasite resistance traits. First, SNP order 
and genome positions were updated according to the 
latest available version of the ovine Genome Assembly, 
Oar_v3.1 [35] by considering a 1  cM–1  Mb conversion 
rate. Then, quality control (QC) of the genotypes was 
performed for the entire genotyped population accord-
ing to the protocol described in [34]. Briefly, QC was 
performed in seven steps that were applied to raw gen-
otypes using the following criteria: (1) a GenCall score 
for raw genotypes greater than 0.15; (2) known location 
of the SNPs on the ovine autosomes; (3) a call rate per 
individual greater than 0.9; (4) a call rate per SNP greater 
or equal to 0.95; (5) minor allele frequency (MAF) higher 
than 0.05; (6) a p value for Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium 
(HWE) greater than 0.00001; and (7) analysis of the fil-
tered genotypes using the VerifTyp software to check for 
Mendelian inconsistencies between parents and offspring 
(Boichard D and Druet T, personal communication). A 
total of 43,613 SNPs located on the 26 ovine autosomes 
passed the QC for the population of 1696 Churra ewes. 
For these 43,613 SNPs, available genotypes for 518 ani-
mals with parasite resistance phenotypes were subjected 
to different QTL mapping analyses.
QTL mapping analyses
Yield deviations (YD) of transformed data were used as 
dependent variables for statistical analyses to identify 
genomic regions that influence resistance to GIN infec-
tion. For the two traits under study, YD estimates were 
calculated following a multivariate animal model using 
the R command line and the ‘lsmeans’ library [36]. LFEC 
and IgAt were corrected for the fixed effect of ‘flock’, 
which according to the previously described ANOVA 
analysis, was the only factor that significantly influenced 
the studied traits. Then, the following statistical proce-
dures were used for QTL mapping:
(1) Genome scans based on a classical LA and a com-
bined LDLA procedure were performed at 0.1  cM step 
intervals using the corresponding analysis options (cal-
cul = 4 and calcul = 28) of the QTLMap software [37]. 
Using this software, we also calculated the significance 
thresholds at the chromosome-wise significance level 
through a total of 1000 permutations (at 0.1  cM steps) 
for LA and 1000 simulations (at 5 cM steps) for LDLA. 
Genome-wise significance thresholds were based on the 
chromosome-wise significance threshold by correcting 
for the total number of chromosomes under analysis. 
A by-default haplotype size of four SNPs was used for 
LDLA.
For each QTL identified by the across-family LA scan, 
linkage-based within-family analyses were performed to 
identify the corresponding segregating families. For the 
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significant QTL that were detected by LA, likelihood 
ratio test (LRT) values were converted to logarithm odds 
ratio (LOD) values [15], and confidence intervals (CI) 
for the QTL locations were estimated by the widely used 
1-LOD drop-off method [38]. The proportion of pheno-
typic variance that was explained by the QTL detected 
by LA was calculated based on the corresponding LOD 
values using the formula σp = 1− 10
−2
n LOD [39]. In the 
LDLA, chromosomal regions that involved consecutive 
significant haplotype associations within a chromosome 
(allowing gaps no greater than 5 cM) were grouped as a 
significant LDLA interval and the remaining ones were 
considered as isolated significant haplotypes.
For chromosomes with significant effects that were 
identified by both LA and LDLA genome scans, a linkage 
disequilibrium analysis (LDA) based on the LDA decay 
approach of Legarra and Fernando [40] was implemented 
using the QTLMap software (calcul  =  26). The aim of 
this analysis was to determine whether the significant 
associations identified by LDLA were exclusively due to 
linkage pedigree-related information or whether an asso-
ciation with the trait could also be identified at the popu-
lation level. Similar to the previously described LDLA, 
LDA was performed at 0.1 cM step intervals using a by-
default 4-SNP haplotype size and 1000 (at 5  cM steps) 
simulations for the chromosome-wise threshold calcula-
tion. Significant LDA intervals were defined in the same 
way as for LDLA.
(2) A GWAS was performed by implementing the fol-
lowing linear mixed model (LMM), which includes the 
polygenic effect as a random effect and genotypes at sin-
gle SNPs as fixed effects: (y = Zu + Xb+ e) where y is 
defined as the vector of phenotypes (YD) of the ewes; Z 
is a matrix associating random additive polygenic effects 
to individuals; u is a vector containing random polygenic 
effects; X is a vector with a genotypic indicator (−1, 0, 
or 1) that associates records to the marker effect; b is the 
allele substitution effect for the analyzed SNP; and e is 
the random residual. This association analysis was imple-
mented by the restricted maximum likelihood (REML) 
method using the DMU package [41], and the SNP effect 
was tested using a Wald test against a null hypothesis of 
b = 0.
Bonferroni corrections for multiple-testing were used 
to estimate the genome-wise and chromosome-wise 
significant thresholds for the GWAS-based analyses. To 
account for the existence of linkage disequilibrium (LD) 
between the analyzed SNPs, rather than performing a 
conservative Bonferroni correction based on the total 
number of SNPs analyzed, we implemented the method 
proposed by Gao et  al. [42] to calculate the number of 
independently analyzed SNPs for each chromosome and 
for the entire sheep genome. To this end, we used the 
simpleM test [43], which estimates the actual number of 
effective tests (Meff) in genome-wide association studies 
through a principal component analysis (PCA) approach. 
Using a PCA-cutoff of 0.975, the total number of inde-
pendently analyzed SNPs across the entire genome was 
equal to 25,881.
Comparison with previously reported QTL 
and identification of functional candidate genes
We performed a systematic search for previously 
reported QTL and associations related to parasite 
resistance traits in sheep for which a good correspond-
ence was observed with the significant associations that 
we identified in our study; in addition, we performed a 
search for positional candidate genes in relation to our 
results. However, prior to these searches, for each sig-
nificant QTL and significant SNP association identified, 
we determined a “target genomic interval” (TGI), which 
was defined as the genomic region based on the sheep 
reference genome assembly Oar_v3.1 that corresponded 
to: (1) the CI that was estimated for the significant QTL 
detected by LA and for the defined significant LDLA 
intervals; and (2) a 250 kb-long interval centered on each 
of the significant isolated haplotypes detected by LDLA 
and the significant SNPs identified by GWAS.
Once the TGI were defined, they were compared 
with the Oar_v3.1 intervals that are annotated in the 
SheepQTL database (SheepQTLdb) [10] for previously 
reported QTL and that are mainly derived from micro-
satellite-based genome scans. We also compared these 
TGI with more recent data from studies based on the 
50 K chip that are not included in this database [21–26]. 
For some of these recent data based on the sheep genome 
assembly Oar_v2.0, when available, the corresponding 
Oar_v3.1 position of the target marker/interval was con-
sidered for comparison. Only regions that mapped within 
1 Mb from the defined TGI were considered to coincide 
with our results. For the QTL that covered a very long 
region, the position of the QTL peak was prioritized to 
determine a possible correspondence.
The extraction of positional candidate genes included 
in the TGI according to the sheep genome assembly 
(Oar_v3.1) was performed using the BioMart web-based 
tool [44] based on the Ensembl release 81. Functional 
candidate genes related to the QTL identified in this 
study were identified by comparing the complete list of 
positional candidate genes extracted with BioMart with 
a database of 5029 immune-related genes. This database 
was based on the IRIS (1535 genes [45]) and ImmPort 
(4815 genes) gene lists, both of which are available at 
[46].
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Results
Phenotypes
The presence of nematodes was confirmed in all the stud-
ied flocks with Trichostrongylus spp. and Teladorsagia 
spp. being the most prevalent species (49.3 and 48.6  %, 
respectively) that were identified among the total number 
of third-stage larvae obtained for the studied population. 
The prevalence of GIN infection by FEC per flock was 
88.2 % (mean = 42.8 epg) and per individual was 45.4 % 
(mean = 39.4 epg). Faecal egg counts of GIN ranged from 
0 to 1290 epg. For individual animals, the mean ODR of 
the IgA activity was 4.1 and ranged from 0.09 to 32.9.
QTL regions
The LA genome scan identified three 5 % chromosome-
wise significant QTL (Table  1); in contrast, the LDLA 
genome scan identified 63 significant regions at the 5 % 
chromosome-wise level (Table  2). The LDA, which was 
performed for the three chromosomes that showed coin-
cident results between the LA and LDLA scans, sup-
ported some of the significant signals that were identified 
previously (See Additional file  1: Table S1, Additional 
file  2: Figure S1). Although ten significant SNPs associ-
ated with IgAt (Table 3) were identified in the GWAS, no 
significant associations were detected for LFEC. The sig-
nificant results are described below and those identified 
by more than one analysis are highlighted. For ease of 
comparison, Table 4 provides a summarized representa-
tion of the results of the three analyses performed across 
the entire genome (LA, LDLA and GWAS).
LA results
The across-family regression analysis performed for 
LFEC and IgAt across the ovine autosomes identified 
three chromosome-wide significant QTL. Two of these 
QTL that are located on OAR6 (OAR for Ovis aries chro-
mosome) (peak at 88.1  cM) and OAR8 (peak at 2  cM) 
had an effect on LFEC (Fig. 1a), whereas the other QTL 
located on OAR22 (peak at 3.4  cM) had effects on IgAt 
(Fig. 1b).
The significant QTL identified by the across-family LA 
(maximum LRT value and CI estimated by the 1-LOD 
drop-off method), together with the results of the within-
family analyses are in Table  1. The QTL for LFEC on 
OAR6 and OAR8 segregated in three and two families, 
respectively, whereas a single family was significant for 
the QTL for IgAt on OAR22. The CI that were estimated 
for the individual segregating families were located in 
the same region as the corresponding across-family CI, 
except for the peak for the QTL on OAR8 of Family 4, 
which was located at a more central position (31.2  cM) 
compared to the across-family peak at the proximal end 
of OAR8 (2 cM). However, the statistical profile for this 
family displayed a second peak reaching the 5  % chro-
mosome-wise significance threshold (LRT  =  11.76) at 
12 cM, which was closer to the across-family QTL peak. 
The QTL effects estimated for the individual sires ranged 
from 0.3 (for the QTL for LFEC on OAR6) to 0.78 (for the 
QTL for LFEC on OAR8) standard deviations (Table 1). 
The estimated proportions of phenotypic variance 
explained by the three QTL identified by the LA were 
very similar and small (0.075, 0.077 and 0.069 % for the 
QTL on OAR6, 8 and 22, respectively).
LDLA results
Sixty-three significant QTL were detected at the 5  % 
chromosome-wise significance level by LDLA (30 for 
LFEC and 33 for IgAt). Among these 63 QTL, 13 (six 
for LFEC and seven for IgAt) reached the 5 % genome-
wise significance level (Table  2; Fig.  1d). For 37 of the 
significant LDLA associations, nearby significant posi-
tions were grouped within a significant LDLA interval 
(Table  2); the remaining significant QTL identified by 
LDLA were defined based on isolated significant hap-
lotypes. In addition, the three significant QTL identi-
fied by LA (on OAR6, 8 and 22) were supported by the 
LDLA scan (Table  2) (see Additional file  2: Figure S1). 
On OAR6, the LDLA results for LFEC revealed two 5 % 
chromosome-wise significant associations at 36 and 
89.9 cM, with the latter being included within the CI of 
the QTL for LFEC on OAR6 detected by LA (Table  2). 
This analysis also identified a genome-wise significant 
association within the interval between 72.3 and 77.2 cM 
on OAR6.
On OAR8, although the LDLA scan identified a signifi-
cant association at the proximal end of the chromosome 
(between 0.3 and 12.8  cM), which corresponded to the 
across-family CI for the QTL identified by LA, four other 
significant haplotype associations were identified across 
the chromosome (Table 2). Coincident with the QTL for 
IgAt on OAR22 detected by LA (between 0.3 and 5.8 cM), 
the LDLA scan revealed a chromosome-wise significant 
haplotype association (maximum LRT at 6.7  cM) at the 
proximal end of this chromosome.
LDA results
For the three chromosomes for which the QTLMap LDA 
approach was implemented, several 5  % chromosome-
wise significant associations were identified for the same 
trait for which significant results were observed in the 
LA and LDLA (See Additional file 1: Table S1). A corre-
spondence was found between the significant LDA asso-
ciation of the 75.8–85.1 cM region on OAR6 with LFEC 
and the LA and LDLA results. The other significant asso-
ciations identified by LDA coincided with QTL detected 
by LDLA.
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Table 2 Chromosome-wise significant results (Pc-value <0.01) from  the combined linkage disequilibrium and  linkage 
analysis (LDLA)
OARa Traitb Pos of max  
LRTc (cM)
Significant LDLA  
interval (cM)d
Pc-value
(Pg-value)
e
TGI (Mb)f Positional candidate genes  
involved in immune responseg
1 LFEC 136.9 136.9–143 <0.05 136.9–143 CXADR, NRIP1
IgAt 242.4 – <0.05 242.1–242.5 –
2 LFEC 78.3 – <0.05 78.17–78.36 –
IgAt 188.3 188.01–188.44 <0.05 188.01–188.44 –
3 IgAt 159.8 – <0.05 159.67–160.06 –
177.7 – <0.05 177.52–177.89 –
4 LFEC 57.9 54–58 <0.05 54–58 DOCK4, IFRD1, LRRN3
IgAt 8.9 – <0.0019 (<0.05) 8.66–9.49 –
5 LFEC 5.2 – <0.0019 (<0.05) 5.02–5.43 FCHO1, JAK3, MAP1S, UNC13A
89.9 – <0.0019 (<0.05) 89.68–90.14 –
6 LFEC 36 – <0.05 35.84–36.28 –
72.5 72.3–77.2 <0.0019 (<0.05) 72.3–77.2 –
89.9 85–90.2 <0.05 85–90.2 ALB, AMBN, AMTN, ANKRD17, AREG, BTC, 
EREG, IGJ, IL8, PF4, PPBP, RASSF6
7 LFEC 22.8 12.65–25.5 <0.0019 (<0.05) 12.65–25.5 ACIN1, AJUBA, BBS4, CCNB1IP1, CD276, 
CDH24, CEBPE, CHD8, CIDEB, CMTM5, 
DAD1, EFS, EMC4, FEM1B, IL25, IRF9, 
ITGA11, LRP10, LTB4R, MAP2K1, NEO1, 
NFATC4, NOX5, NPTN, PIAS1, PSMB5, 
PSME1, PSME2, RIPK3, RNASE2, RNF31, 
SMAD3, SMAD6, TRAV16, TRAV21, TRAV24, 
TRAV27, TRAV36DV7, TRAV39, TRAV4, 
TRAV41, TRAV5, TRDC, TRDV2, TRDV3, 
UACA, ZNF219, ZWILCH
36.8 36.8–37.3 <0.05 36.8–37.3 –
53.3 – <0.05 53.08–53.46 UNC13C
8 LFEC 2.3 0.3–12.8 <0.05 0.3–12.8 CD109, COL12A1, IBTK, IRAK1BP1, MYO6, 
PHIP, SNAP91, TPBG
38.3 37.7–39.2 <0.05 37.7–39.2 –
49.8 49.59–50.04 <0.05 49.59–50.04 –
64.1 61.1–64.1 <0.05 61.1–64.1 BCLAF1, CITED2, IFNGR1, IL20RA, IL22RA2, 
MAP3K5, PERP, TNFAIP3
71.4 71.2–73.8 <0.0019 (<0.05) 71.2–73.8 PPIL4, STXBP5
9 LFEC 5.8 – <0.05 5.64–6.03 PRKAR1A
16.9 – <0.05 16.75–17.16 –
24.5 – <0.05 24.34–24.78 –
41.7 – <0.05 41.56–41.96 –
IgAt 56.6 55.9–56.6 <0.05 55.9–56.6 TPD52
67.8 63.4–67.8 <0.05 63.4–67.8 EBAG9
10 LFEC 71.6 – <0.05 70.01–71.55 –
IgAt 27.2 21.5–27.2 <0.05 21.5–27.2 CKAP2, FOXO1, FREM2, POSTN, SMAD9
52.9 – <0.05 52.68–53.06 –
78.6 – <0.05 78.39–78.8 SLC10A2
11 LFEC 4.2 4.1–4.27 <0.05 4.1–4.27 –
IgAt 51.1 45.4–51.1 <0.05 45.4–51.1 ACE, ARHGDIA, B3GNTL1, CD7, CD79B, 
DDX42, ERN1, FSCN2, GCGR, ICAM2, 
ITGB3, MAP3K3, MRC2, MYADML2, PSMC5, 
PSMD12, SMARCD2, SMURF2
12 LFEC 3.6 – <0.05 3.34–3.84 IKBKE, IL10, MAPKAPK2
12 IgAt 1.7 – <0.05 1.52–1.98 LRRN2, MDM4, NFASC
17.7 – <0.05 17.56–17.96 –
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Table 2 continued
OARa Traitb Pos of max  
LRTc (cM)
Significant LDLA  
interval (cM)d
Pc-value
(Pg-value)
e
TGI (Mb)f Positional candidate genes  
involved in immune responseg
72.3 69.5–75.4 <0.05 69.5–75.4 CAMK1G, CD34, CD46, CFHR5, IRF6, LAMB3, 
TRAF5
13 IgAt 3.7 3.7–6.3 <0.05 3.7–6.3 –
15 IgAt 33.6 33.56–33.93 <0.0019 (<0.05) 33.56–33.93 –
47 47–53.2 <0.05 47–53.2 ARHGEF17, ARRB1, DNAJB13, FCHSD2, 
FOLR1, IL18BP, INPPL1, PAAF1, PGAP2, 
RELT, RPS3, STIM1
70.2 70.06–70.47 <0.0019 (<0.05) 70.06–70.47 –
16 IgAt 10.5 – <0.05 10.29–10.74 –
64.8 63.8–64.8 <0.0019 (<0.05) 63.8–64.8 SEMA5A
17 IgAt 18.4 14.6–30.1 <0.0019 (<0.05) 14.6–30.1 ELMOD2, IL15, PCDH10, PCDH18, PLK4, 
UCP1
36 – <0.05 35.8–36.22 –
46 – <0.05 45.85–46.27 STX2
62.3 62–66.8 <0.0019 (<0.05) 62–66.8 CMKLR1, CORO1C, HPS4, PIWIL3, PLA2G1B, 
PXN, RAB35, SART3, SPPL3, TRIAP1, UNG, 
WSCD2
20 LFEC 4.8 – <0.05 4.58–5.04 BMP5
21 LFEC 8.1 8.07–8.35 <0.05 8.07–8.35 –
31.8 31.7–32.24 <0.05 31.7–32.24 –
43.9 43.7–44.03 <0.05 43.7–44.03 ACTN3, CTSF, SPTBN2
21 IgAt 17.5 16.5–17.5 <0.0019 (<0.05) 16.5–17.5 GAB2
46 45.97–46.25 <0.05 45.97–46.25 FGF19
22 IgAt 6.7 5.3–7.3 <0.05 5.3–7.3 MBL2, PCDH15
19.5 – <0.05 19.26–19.85 NKX2‑3
23 IgAt 8.3 – <0.05 8.15–8.47 –
23.3 23.3–28.5 <0.05 23.3–28.5 DSC1, DSC2, DSC3, DSG1, DSG2, DSG3, 
DSG4,
33.9 32.8–38 <0.05 32.8–38 ADCYAP1, COLEC12, EMILIN2, GATA6, 
LAMA3, MIB1, NPC1, ROCK1, THOC1, 
USP14
45.8 41.7–48.5 <0.05 41.7–48.5 ATP5A1, CIDEA, PIAS2, PSMG2, 
RALBP1,SIGLEC15, SKOR2, SLC14A1, 
SMAD2
54.9 54.56–55.06 <0.05 54.56–55.06 TCF4
24 LFEC 2.2 1.91–2.65 <0.05 1.91–2.65 CLDN6, CLDN9, HCFC1R1, TNFRSF12A
17.9 – <0.05 17.68–18.12 UMOD
25 LFEC 37 36.89–37.21 <0.0019 (<0.05) 36.89–37.21 –
a OAR ovine chromosome
b Analyzed traits: LFEC log-transformed faecal egg count, IgAt Box-Cox-transformed optical density ratio (ODR) values of immunoglobulin A activity
c Position of the chromosome (in centiMorgans) at which the maximum likelihood ratio test (LRT) is reached in the LDLA
d A significant LDLA interval (in centiMorgans) was defined by clustering consecutive significant 5 % chromosome-wise LDLA associations on a chromosome 
(allowing gaps no greater than 5 Mb)
e Pc-value: chromosome-wise P-value established through 1000 simulations. Pg-value: genome-wise P-value obtained from the Pc-values corrected for the total 
number of chromosomes analyzed
f TGI (Mb) Target genomic interval. For each significant LDLA association, target genomic intervals were defined as the genomic region based on the sheep reference 
genome assembly Oar_v3.1 that corresponded to the defined significant LDLA intervals (for those regions with consecutive significant positions) and a 250-kb long 
interval centered on each of the significant isolated haplotypes detected by LDLA
g Positional candidate genes extracted from the LDLA significant associations (within the significant LDLA interval if identified, or within a ±125 kb interval from the 
position of maximum LRT-value for the significant QTL based on isolated significant haplotypes) that were identified as potential functional candidate genes in the 
search for immune-related genes
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GWAS results
None of the analyzed SNPs reached significance for 
LFEC (Table  3; Fig.  2a). For IgAt, the GWAS identi-
fied one 5  % genome-wise significant SNP on OAR12 
and nine additional 5  % chromosome-wise significant 
associations that were distributed on six chromosomes 
(OAR8, 10, 11, 14, 15 and 25) (Table  3; Fig.  2b). The 
allelic substitution effect of the significant SNPs iden-
tified for IgAt ranged from 0.243 to 0.417 phenotypic 
SD units. Although more than one significant SNP was 
identified on OAR8 and 10, these SNPs were located at 
relatively large distances on the chromosome (i.e., 22.8 
and 13.9  Mb, respectively). Among the ten significant 
GWAS associations reported here for IgAt, one located 
on OAR10 was coincident with a significant QTL iden-
tified by LDLA for the same trait (between 21.5 and 
27.2  cM), whereas two other associations, located on 
OAR8, overlapped with QTL for LFEC identified by 
LDLA.
Correspondence of the detected associations 
with previously reported QTL for parasite resistance traits
The QTL for parasite resistance traits previously reported 
in sheep that coincide with the TGI reported here and are 
associated with the significant QTL and SNP associations 
identified here are summarized in Additional file 3: Table 
S2. Overall, we found correspondences with other studies 
for half of the 76 significant QTL identified by the three 
genome scans performed in this study.
List of functional candidate genes
A total of 905 unique genes were extracted from the TGI 
that were defined for the significant QTL detected by LA, 
LDLA and GWAS (416 and 489 unique genes extracted 
from FEC- and IgAt-associated regions, respectively) (see 
Additional file 4: Table S3). From the list of 5029 known 
immune-related genes, we performed a survey for posi-
tional candidate genes and identified 205 functional can-
didate genes (indicated in blue font in Additional file  4: 
Table S3), which were all extracted from TGI related 
to significant QTL that were detected by LA or LDLA. 
Gene symbols of these functional candidate genes are in 
Tables 1 and 2 based on their genomic locations within 
the corresponding QTL regions.
Discussion
The genetic architecture of resistance to internal para-
sites is a complex trait that is influenced by many loci 
with small effects [21]. Using two different approaches 
to correct for sampling errors associated with single-
marker regression, Kemper et al. [21] estimated that the 
largest effects that influence fecal worm egg count for 
Trichostrongylus colubriformis explained between 0.12 
and 0.48  % of the phenotypic variance. These authors 
suggest that such small effects are shared by many com-
plex traits and are not specific to parasite resistance. The 
proportions of phenotypic variance explained by the sig-
nificant LA associations reported here, which were equal 
to ~0.074 %, are slightly lower than the lower limit of the 
Table 3 Chromosome-wise SNPs significantly associated with the IgAt trait as identified by the GWAS
a OAR ovine chromosome
b Position of the significant SNP identified by the GWAS analysis based on the Oar_v3.1 version of the Ovine Genome Assembly (http://www.ensembl.org/Ovis_aries/
Info/Index)
c, d Magnitude of the allele substitution effect, and standard error, in trait units (Yield Deviations of IgAt) and in phenotypic standard deviations (SD) units (in brackets)
e Corrected P-values at the 5 % chromosome-wise level (and 5 % genome-wise level) obtained after applying a Bonferroni correction considering the number of 
independent markers analyzed for each chromosome and for the whole genome, respectively
f TGI Target genomic interval defined for the GWAS significant associations as 250 Kb long intervals centered on the significant SNP. The genes within that interval 
were extracted as positional candidate genes. In this case, none of these genes was identified as functional candidate by the candidate gene survey performed
OARa SNP name SNP position  
(Mb)b
Allele substitution effect  
trait units (SD units)c, d
Nominal 
P-value
Corrected Pc-value  
(Pg-value)
e
TGI (Mb)f
8 OAR8_53084022.1 49,525,147 0.325 ± 0.075 (0.417) 2.04E−05 0.02 49.40–49.65
8 s42819.1 72,402,305 0.190 ± 0.045 (0.243) 3.77E−05 0.037 72.27–72.52
10 s56461.1 17,012,728 0.221 ± 0.050 (0.283) 1.51E−05 0.013 16.88–17.13
10 OAR10_23921485.1 24,187,107 0.203 ± 0.048 (0.260) 2.63E−05 0.022 24.06–24.31
10 s61799.1 30,924,195 0.210 ± 0.051 (0.269) 5.41E−05 0.045 30.79–31.04
11 DU232778_232.1 32,492,623 0.203 ± 0.048 (0.26) 3.74E−05 0.036 32.36–32.61
12 s68938.1 61,866,746 0.233 ± 0.047 (0.299) 1.28E−06 0.001 (0.033) 61.74–61.99
14 OAR14_21336208.1 20,773,096 0.284 ± 0.070 (0.364) 6.75E−05 0.041 20.64–20.89
15 s75729.1 24,870,677 0.266 ± 0.059 (0.341) 8.33E−06 0.007 24.74–24.99
25 s21640.1 13,152,201 0.224 ± 0.056 (0.287) 9.09E−05 0.048 13.02–13.27
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range reported by Kemper et al. [21], although the esti-
mated effects are within the ranges reported in other 
related studies [19, 20, 22]. Considering the small size of 
the targeted genetic effects to be detected, the statistical 
power of QTL detection for indicators of parasite resist-
ance may be limited in such experiments if the number 
of sampled individuals is not very large. Based on Weller 
et al. [47], we estimated that the statistical power of QTL 
detection for QTL with a substitution effect of 0.2 phe-
notypic SD units, two alleles with frequencies of 0.25 and 
0.75, respectively, and for a trait with a heritability of 0.2 
(considering the estimates of Gutiérrez-Gil et  al. [48]) 
was approximately 11  %. This estimate is based on the 
following assumptions i.e. (1) a type I error rate of 0.05, 
(2) a 1 % recombination frequency between the QTL and 
SNP and (3) 37.5 % of the analyzed sires are heterozygous 
at the QTL.
Our study successfully identified QTL that influence 
the two indicator traits related to GIN resistance using 
LA and LDLA, whereas the GWAS analysis only detected 
significant SNP associations with IgAt. The different 
analyses performed in this study can detect significant 
associations with different features. Hence, because clas-
sical LA will only detect QTL in our design if several sires 
are heterozygous at the same QTL (Qq), many marker-
trait associations that do not satisfy this assumption but 
have a genuine association at the population level, will 
not be detected by LA; however, such associations can 
be detected by either of the two alternative genome scan 
analyses performed here i.e. LDLA or GWAS. Therefore, 
we attempted to present a global picture of the associa-
tions that segregate in this commercial sheep population 
by complementing the limits of classical LA with these 
alternative LDLA and GWAS approaches, which exploit 
population information. In our case, the GWAS approach 
also identified a substantially lower number of associa-
tions than LDLA. This may be explained by the fact that 
modeling both the association (LD) and the transmission 
(linkage) in a single analysis, LDLA permits to map QTL 
more accurately than LA while retaining its robustness 
to spurious associations [40]. In addition, among the dif-
ferent advantages highlighted for the use of LDLA ver-
sus GWAS for animal populations, Meuwissen et al. [49] 
claimed that LDLA is expected to suffer less from multi-
ple-testing, and therefore to have more power to detect 
the existing QTL.
For the chromosomes that showed coincident signifi-
cant results identified by LA and LDLA, we performed 
an exploratory LDA analysis with the QTLMap software 
(see Additional file  1: Table S1, Additional file  2: Figure 
S1). This analysis differs from GWAS in that parental 
haplotypes are pooled in classes that are defined by the 
identity-by-state (IBS) status of the haplotypes, with 
each different haplotype class having a specific effect on 
the quantitative trait [40]. The significant LDA results 
obtained for OAR6, 8 and 22 supported several of the 
significant LDLA associations reported for these chro-
mosomes; whereas the LDA result obtained for OAR6 at 
85.1 Mb supported the significant QTL that was detected 
by both LA and LDLA. This observation strengthens the 
support for the QTL for LFEC identified by LA on OAR6, 
which suggests that in addition to a family-based link-
age information signal, the effect is also due to a genuine 
association with the trait, although it was not identified 
in our GWAS (most likely as a consequence of the lim-
ited power of the experimental design).
Table 4 Summary of the QTL detected by the three analy-
ses performed in this study
1 OAR ovine chromosome
2, 3, 4 Significant QTL for the two analyzed traits (LFEC log-transformed faecal 
egg count, IgAt Box-Cox-transformed optical density ratio (ODR) values of 
immunoglobulin A activity) identified by the three genome scan performed in 
the present study, using linkage analysis (LA), combined linkage disequilibrium 
and linkage analysis (LDLA) and genome-wide association study (GWAS)
a, b, c, d, e, f Different subscripts letters indicate that the QTL in the same 
chromosome are located at more than 5 cM/Mb of distance
QTL in normal characters detected at the 5 % chromosome-wise level
QTL in italic characters detected at the 5 % genome-wise level
OAR1 LA2 LDLA3 GWAS4
1 LFEC(a); IgAt(b)
2 LFEC(a); IgAt(b)
3 IgAt(a); IgAt(b)
4 IgAt(a); LFEC(b)
5 LFEC(a); LFEC(b)
6 LFEC(b) LFEC(a); LFEC(b)
7 LFEC(a); LFEC(b); LFEC(c)
8 LFEC(a) LFEC(a); LFEC(b); LFEC(c); LFEC(d); LFEC(e) IgAt(c); IgAt(e)
9 LFEC(a); IgAt(a); IgAt(b); LFEC(b); LFEC(c); 
LFEC(d)
10 IgAt(b); IgAt(c); IgAt(e); LFEC(f ) IgAt(a); IgAt(b); IgAt(d)
11 LFEC(a); IgAt(c) IgAt(b)
12 LFEC(a); IgAt(a); IgAt (b); IgAt(d) IgAt(c)
13 IgAt
14 IgAt
15 IgAt(b); IgAt(c); IgAt (d) IgAt(a)
16 IgAt(a); IgAt(b)
17 IgAt(a); IgAt(b);IgAt(c); IgAt(d)
18
19
20 LFEC
21 LFEC(a); IgAt(b); LFEC(c); LFEC(d); IgAt(d);
22 IgAt(a) IgAt(a); IgAt(b)
23 IgAt(a); IgAt(b); IgAt(c); IgAt(d); IgAt(e)
24 LFEC(a); LFEC(b)
25 LFEC(b) IgAt(a)
26
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Fig. 1 Results of linkage analysis (LA; a, b) and combined linkage disequilibrium and linkage analysis (LDLA; c, d) genome scans performed for the 
two indicator traits of parasite resistance analyzed. Analyzed traits: LFEC Log‑transformed faecal egg count, IgAt Box‑Cox‑transformed optical density 
ratio (ODR) values of immunoglobulin A activity. Likelihood ratio test (LRT) values obtained across the 26 ovine autosomes are represented. For 
those chromosomes that harbor significant QTL, the horizontal lines indicate the 5 % chromosome‑wise significance threshold for LA (a, b) and the 
5 % chromosome‑wise significance threshold for LDLA (c, d)
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Regarding the LFEC-related results for OAR6 that were 
obtained by LA, LDLA and LDA, in the current study, we 
replicated the most significant QTL that was previously 
identified through a microsatellite-based genome scan 
using a different set of Churra sheep half-sib families 
[20]. In the latter study, the peak of the genome-wise sig-
nificant QTL for LFEC was located in the marker interval 
BM4621-CSN3 on OAR6, which corresponds to a region 
between 68 and 85.1  Mb in the current sheep genome 
assembly (Oar_v3.1). The mentioned flanking interval 
overlaps with the TGI defined here for LFEC on OAR6 
by LA (between 80.8 and 91.4  Mb) (Table  1), LDLA 
(between 72.3 and 77.2 and between 85 and 90.2  Mb) 
(Table 2) and LDA (between 75.8 and 77.7 and between 
85 and 85.1  Mb) (see Additional file  1: Table S1, Addi-
tional file 2: Figure S1). This finding provides support for 
the design and planning of future fine-mapping studies 
for this chromosomal region. The higher marker density 
and information provided by the complementary analy-
ses reported here for this region suggest that the OAR6 
region ranging from 68 to 91.4 Mb includes several dif-
ferent QTL that directly influence GIN resistance in 
Churra sheep. Interestingly, a GWAS on a Red Maasai x 
Dorper backcross sheep population [26] also suggested 
Fig. 2 Results from the genome‑wide association study (GWAS) performed for the two indicator traits of parasite resistance analyzed. Analyzed 
traits: LFEC Log‑transformed faecal egg count, IgAt Box‑Cox‑transformed optical density ratio (ODR) values of immunoglobulin A activity. The values 
of the log(1/P‑value) are shown for all the 43,613 SNPs that passed the quality control. For the chromosomes that harbor significant SNP associa‑
tions, the horizontal lines indicate the 5 % chromosome‑wise significance threshold obtained by applying a Bonferroni correction considering the 
number of independent SNPs analyzed for each chromosome. The genome‑wise significance threshold, considering the number of independent 
markers analyzed for the entire genome is also represented
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the presence of several QTL for FEC in lambs within a 
region between 55.9 and 78.19 Mb on OAR6. This find-
ing was based on the fact that the most significant SNP 
association with FEC identified on OAR6 at 74.86  Mb, 
was proven not to be in LD with nearby clusters of sig-
nificant markers for the same trait (in intervals between 
55.9 and 62.6  Mb, 74.1 and 75.00  Mb, and 78.1 and 
78.2 Mb) (see Additional file 3: Table S2). In spite of the 
remarkable correspondence between these results and 
our results, the most distal signals that were detected on 
OAR6 in our study (TGI defined by LA: 80.8 to 91.4 Mb; 
LDLA: 85 to 90.2 Mb; and LDA: 85 to 85.1 Mb) do not 
overlap with any previously reported QTL in other 
populations, but only with those previously reported by 
Gutiérrez-Gil et al. [20] (see Additional file 3: Table S2) . 
With the exception of Gutiérrez-Gil et al. [20] work, most 
studies refer to QTL that are detected for young ani-
mals (lambs); thus, the most distal QTL that we identi-
fied on OAR6 could be related to specific mechanisms of 
the immune response that is activated in adult animals. 
As suggested by Stear et  al. [50], the genetic variation 
in fecal egg counts in lambs is a consequence of genetic 
variation in worm length and hence worm fecundity; 
in contrast, mature sheep may be able to regulate both 
fecundity and worm number. These authors suggested 
that the lower fecal egg counts observed in adult animals 
compared to lambs are due to the acquisition of effective 
immune responses that reduce worm numbers, possibly 
via immediate hypersensitivity reactions against incom-
ing third-stage larvae [51]. Recent studies have high-
lighted differences in the pathways involved in innate 
and acquired resistance [52]. Another correspondence 
that was observed with the results reported by Gutiérrez-
Gil et al. [20] concerned the QTL for LFEC detected by 
LDLA on OAR10 (TGI: 70.01–71.55 Mb) (see Additional 
file  3: Table S2). Due to the lack of evidence from the 
other analyses reported here, this region was not further 
investigated.
An intriguing finding is that the other two QTL 
detected by LA in this work did not coincide with QTL 
that were reported for other sheep populations, whereas 
three of the ten significant SNP associations identified 
by GWAS, and 35 of the 63 significant QTL identified by 
LDLA, overlapped with QTL effects described in other 
studies (see Additional file 3: Table S2). Indeed, the sig-
nificant GWAS results coincided with QTL on OAR8 
reported by Crawford et  al. [13] and Silva et  al. [19], 
on OAR12 by Riggio et al. [24], and on OAR15 by Silva 
et al. [19]  (see Additional file 3: Table S2). In our study, 
the SNP association on OAR12 at 61.9 Mb was the only 
one that reached the 5 % genome-wide significance level. 
Although not mentioned in Additional file  3: Table S2 
because there was no complete overlap, Beh et  al. [12] 
used microsatellite markers to identify a QTL in this 
genomic region (between 63.5 and 71.5  Mb) for FEC-
related traits in T. colubriformis infection. It should be 
noted that we did not find a clear correspondence with 
the classical regions reported to influence parasite resist-
ance traits, such as those that harbor the ovine IFN-γ 
gene (OAR3: 151.53  Mb) [11, 14, 17] or the major his-
tocompatibility complex-related genes (OAR20: 7  Mb; 
24–26 Mb; 58–60 Mb) [14].
Among the large number of correspondences between 
our LDLA results and previously reported studies (see 
Additional file 3: Table S2), those that are based on data 
from the 50 K chip are of special relevance because of the 
proximity between the QTL peaks reported here and in 
other studies. Apart from the correspondences with the 
findings of Benavides et  al. [26] mentioned above for 
OAR6, those found for the QTL on OAR5 (TGI: 89.68–
90.14 Mb) are particularly relevant. This QTL identified 
by LDLA is located in a region where several significant 
effects for a wide range of parasite indicator traits were 
reported by Sallé et al. [22], which suggests the presence 
of a QTL with pleiotropic effects.
We identified 205 immune-related genes within the 
TGI defined by the LA and LDLA (Tables 1, 2) but none 
of these functional candidate genes were found in the 
significant GWAS-defined TGI. Some of these immune-
related genes are involved in the T helper (Th) 2 cell 
response, which orchestrates the mechanisms of tissue 
repair as a primary host defense against helminthes [53], 
whereas others are linked to the Th1 cell response, which 
is associated with progression to chronic infection [54].
Due to the large number of significant regions identi-
fied and the need for additional fine-mapping results to 
propose reliable promising causal candidate genes, in 
the following part, we only discuss below the genes that 
were identified in relation to the QTL for LFEC identi-
fied by LA on OAR6 (TGI: 80.9–91.4 Mb), which include 
the genes extracted for the LDLA-defined TGI between 
85 and 90.2  Mb. The fact that this QTL, previously 
reported by Gutiérrez-Gil et  al. [20], was also identified 
for the population analyzed here and the support pro-
vided by the related signals identified by LDLA/LDA, 
led us to carry out a preliminary assessment of the 20 
positional candidate immune-related genes that map to 
this region (Table 1). Among these genes, several encode 
chemokines (IL8, CXCL1, CXCL10, CXCL11, CXCL9, 
PF4, PPBP), a family of small proteins that play impor-
tant roles in the immune system through leukocyte 
recruitment, cell communication and cell activation dur-
ing infection [55, 56]. In particular, IL8 (or CXCL8) and 
CXCL1 are involved in the recruitment and activation of 
neutrophils [55]. IL8 also participates in the recruitment 
of mast cells, which are frequently associated with the 
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Th2 cell response [57]. CXCL9, CXCL10 and CXCL11, 
which are induced by IFN-γ, are involved in promoting 
the Th1 immune response. In nematode-infected mice, 
CXCL10 slows down the intestinal epithelial cell turnover 
rate and thus, increases worm survival [58]. In addition, 
both PF4 and PPBP have been suggested to play roles in 
wound healing [59, 60]. Three genes coding for members 
of the epidermal growth factor family also map to the 
considered region on OAR6: AREG (amphiregulin), BTC 
(betacellulin) and EREG (epiregulin). AREG is expressed 
by diverse cell types involved in the immune response, 
such as activated Th2 cells [61], and is a central media-
tor of epithelial repair [62]. In mice, lack of AREG expres-
sion appears to have an effect on the delayed expulsion 
of GIN [63]. Because wound repair and GIN expulsion 
are related to the acquired Th2 response [53, 64], genes 
associated with these mechanisms (e.g., IL8, PF4, PPBP 
and AREG) could be of interest when searching for can-
didates to explain an adult-specific QTL, such as the QTL 
detected on OAR6 between 80.8 and 91.4 Mb.
The large number of QTL identified in this study sup-
ports the idea that disease susceptibility is not deter-
mined by individual genes acting alone but rather by 
complex multi-gene interactions [65, 66]. Our results are 
the first steps towards the identification of allelic variants 
that directly control the phenotypic variation observed 
for parasite resistance in adult Churra sheep. The identi-
fication of causal variants, or SNPs in strong LD with the 
casual variants, could contribute to the implementation 
of these results in breeding schemes for the Churra breed 
population. Future studies that combine genomic variation 
analysis and functional genomic information may help to 
elucidate the biology of resistance to GIN diseases in sheep.
Conclusions
In summary, the 50 K chip was used for a medium marker 
density scan of the sheep genome to identify regions that 
influence traits related to resistance to GIN infections in 
adult animals. By exploiting the information obtained at 
the within-family level and at the population level, three 
methods of analysis were used (LA, LDLA and GWAS) to 
provide a global picture of the QTL that segregate in the 
commercial population of Churra sheep analyzed. Many 
of the significant associations reported here overlap 
with previously reported QTL for different populations 
of young sheep. These results will contribute to identify 
target regions that control variation of the complex para-
site resistance trait in sheep, independently of the age of 
the animals. Other significant associations that did not 
coincide with previously reported QTL could be related 
to the specific immune response of adult animals. This 
study also replicated a QTL for FEC on OAR6 that was 
previously reported in a different subset of animals from 
the commercial population of Churra sheep. Together, 
the enhanced marker density provided by the 50 K chip 
and the complementary analyses reported here suggest 
that several QTL are present in this genomic region. 
This replication and the re-definition of these genetic 
effects in the independent population analyzed here pro-
vide support for investing future research efforts aimed 
at identifying the corresponding causal allelic variants. 
The combination of high-density SNP genotyping (700 K 
SNP array) and whole-genome sequencing of segregat-
ing trios (composed by a segregating sire carrying the Qq 
genotype, and two homozygous daughters for alterna-
tive haplotype alleles, QQ and qq, and showing extreme 
divergence for the resistance phenotype) could be a pow-
erful strategy to reach this objective.
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